Healee — Your virtual practice

Healee is a telemedicine platform that helps doctors build a virtual practice and
provide telemedicine consultations to patients through convenient and accessible
virtual contact.
Healee helps doctors deliver better and more comprehensive care, and achieve
higher patient satisfaction and retention.
The platform consists of two separate but interlinked mobile applications - Healee
for patients and Healee MD for doctors. Doctors and patients can download the
mobile app or register through our web version.
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Benefits

Better Care, Happy Patients

Higher Revenue

Provide more comprehensive access to
healthcare via your phone, tablet, or desktop
where new and existing patients can reach
you.

With telemedicine, you support your
traditional care delivery by adding a new
revenue stream. Healee is a quick and
convenient way for you to get paid for your
time and expertise. You set your own price,
and you decide whether and when you
charge patients, using Healee’s rich patient
billing options.

Adopting telemedicine in your practice adds
an extension to your face-to-face
consultations and results in higher patient
satisfaction and retention. You can get in
touch with your patients for online
consultations, follow-up checks, or long-term
monitoring.
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Benefits

Time Efficiency

Healee helps you be more efficient and
flexible by providing features aimed at
facilitating patient engagement and
minimizing cancellations and no-shows:
scheduling, online booking, mass message
campaigns. Moreover, Healee offers an AI tool
that gathers and summarizes information
from patients prior to the consultation, to help
you save time.

Super-quick Onboarding

You can start using Healee within a day! All
you need to do is download the app via
Google Play or App Store (alternatively, you
can use our web version at
app.healee-md.com), register, get your profile
verified within a few hours, and start your
online consultations right away.
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Features

Doctor Profile - Fast To Create,
Easy To Share

We also create a dedicated Healee button to
embed on your website so that new and
current patients can start a telehealth
consultation right away. No need for extra
integration efforts, we provide you with
everything you need.

Once you register, we will verify your profile
and you can start your online consultations
instantly. We also set up a unique Healee
page for you that you can use to spread the
word and notify your patient base that you are
launching online consultations.
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Features

Rich Communication Options

Connect with your patients using a rich set of
options: secure, live HD video calls, audio
calls, chat, pre-recorded video messages.
Send and receive audio and video messages
from patients before or during the
consultation, or use Healee's medical-grade
speech recognition tool that allows dictating
messages to patients.
You can create mass message campaigns
and send them to all your patients at once, to
let them know of important changes in your
schedule, availability, upcoming screening
campaigns, or more.

Easy Access to Patient Data

With Healee, your patients can send various
types of data and documents to you before,
during, or prior to the consultation. These
include:
- medical data (vitals, past and present
symptoms and conditions, treatments,
medication schedules)
- medical images (both static and dynamic)
- lab results
- files (pdf and other attachments)
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Features

Patient Monitoring
Healee helps you track changes in your
patients’ health status (vitals, conditions,
symptoms, treatments, medications, allergies,
etc) by subscribing to patient data on the app.
Get notified about these health changes and
run reports like the “Condition history” or
“Most Frequent conditions” report, etc.

Comprehensive Payment
Options

Healee has made monetization extremely
easy. We offer multiple patient billing options:
out-of-pocket payments, insurance payments
& co-pay models.
You can choose to have patients pay before or
after the consultation. We also offer
concierge, or subscription plans, letting you
set all the parameters – price, duration,
number of consultations.
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Features

Personal AI assistant and
custom medical forms

Scheduling and Booking
Services

Save time and get all the information you
need from patients prior to the consultation,
using our AI-guided Personal assistant and
custom medical forms.

Healee enables patients to book
appointments with doctors via our online
booking service - Healee Appointments.
Patients can access your calendar and book
online consultations or in-person visits. You
can set and edit your own schedules, and see
all upcoming patient appointments in a virtual
waiting room.

The Personal assistant holds a conversation
with patients to gather details about their
overall condition and symptoms, and then
provides a summary of the conversation to
you and the patient.
In addition, you can create predefined medical
forms, with custom questions, that you can
send to patients to fill in prior to each
consultation.
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Features

Categorize your patients

Privacy and Security

Healee allows you to group your patients into
different categories (pregnant, diabetics,
hypertensive, undergoing rehabilitation, etc.)
and easily navigate the list from the Patients
section. You can put notes for each one of
them for your own convenience and use the
categories to find a particular patient easily.

Healee is HIPPA and GDPR compliant.

Healee guarantees confidentiality and
protection of all health data shared by your
patients in the application. All details provided
during registration as well as all medical
history, lab results, and images are kept safe
and encrypted on our servers and only you
and the patients have access to it.
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www.healee.com

